
          
1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course1. Walk me through your thoughts as you started the course          
up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.up to now.

                    
Well, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing theWell, i guess you know how i feel by now, we are nearing the          
end of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teachingend of the course and this non traditional way of teaching          
did not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcaredid not work for me. I did not learn a lot about healthcare          
administration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, aadministration and now know about swarm learning, a          
learning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still thinklearning method that i will never use in my life. I still think          
this course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would notthis course missed the objective completely and i would not          
have taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterlyhave taken it if i knew what it was all about. Utterly          
disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!disappointed!!!

                    
          
2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?2. What were your thoughts on KT9 and KT10?

                    
I thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one ofI thought all assignments were quite easy to do, one of          
them involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doingthem involved a lot of reading and several questions, doing          
the interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grandthe interview with a CEO was fun but pointless in the grand          
scheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance myscheme of things. In summary, they did not advance my          
knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.knowledge in the �eld.

                    
          
3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of3. What were your thoughts on EM11? What did you think of          
EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?EssayBot?

                    
Essay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have badEssay bot is a stupid app for lazy students who have bad          
grammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complexgrammar skills, it is completely pointless for complex          
topics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist intopics. It is just a lazy cheater's tool and should not exist in          
my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.my opinion.

                    
          
4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.4. Do you plan on writing a blog or essay? Please explain.

                    
A blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quiteA blog since it is easier and less formal, my topic is quite          
complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.complex and i plan to simplify it as much as possible.

                    
          
          
          
5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?5. What are your thoughts on Kialo (debate)?

                    
Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.Again, another useless platform that i will never use.

                    
6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it6. What are your thoughts on the class WordPress site? Is it          
too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?too busy (is there too much)?

                    
The WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it doesThe WordPress site is a decent platform, i thought it does          
what it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had somewhat it was supposed to do, just wished we had some          
meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!meaningful content there!

                    
          
7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve7. What are your thoughts on the SL App? How can I improve          
it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? it? How would you use it or should use it? 

                    
SL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to removeSL App is redundant and not useful. My advice is to remove          
it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.it entirely. I will never use it.

                    
          
8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas8. Are you upset we did not do the Swarming the Canvas          
(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.(SC) assignment? Please explain.

                    
Not a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated inNot a bit. At this point, i could not care less, i feel cheated in          
this course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing thosethis course, i did not learn much and end up doing those          
pointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that waspointless assignments. So a swarming assignment that was          
removed is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for beingremoved is good riddance in my books. Sorry for being          
harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.harsh.

                    
          
9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve9. Are the how-to video's still helpful? How can I improve          
them?them?them?them?them?them?them?them?them?them?

          Not really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read allNot really, could just put the slides and we could read all          
about it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used toabout it. A lot of annoying sounds and prompts used to          
happen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack thehappen while you were talking and honestly i lack the          
patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.patience to listen to anyone for more than 3 minutes.

                    
          
          
          
10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,10. If I were to remove KT15 and EM16 from the class,          
would that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completingwould that free up more time for you to focus on completing          
your essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you toyour essay or blog? Would it free up more time for you to          
focus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Pleasefocus on completing �nal exams for other classes? Please          
explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.explain.

          We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50We would still complete FT17 (I would give everyone 50          
points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).points for both KT15 and EM16).

                    
At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,At this point, it does not really matter what you want to do,          
you could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same foryou could keep them or remove them, it is all the same for          
me. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and willme. As you must have noticed, i am a hard worker and will          
do what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. Ido what i am told to do no matter how annoying it is. I          
would like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a completewould like to reiterate that this course was a complete          
waste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. Thewaste of my time and a disappointment to say the least. The          
only comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Althoughonly comfort i have is that i will score well on it (Although          
not sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pridenot sure after my comments if this will happen). I pride          
myself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don'tmyself in being vocal and honest about things that don't          
seem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of myseem right and i have been under �re because of my          
statements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash thisstatements in the past, but i am not here to bash this          
course, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed tocourse, i just want to say that as a teacher, you failed to          
teach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and forteach me anything about healthcare administration, and for          
this i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBAthis i am disappointed since the goal of me doing this MBA          
was to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in thewas to learn new things that might be useful for me in the          
future.future.future.future.future.future.future.future.future.future.

                    
          
          
          
11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer11. Should I replace the Healthcare textbook with a newer          
book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. book? Please explain. 

          Please list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would likePlease list textbook ideas if you know of any. I would like          
your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.your perspective on what a "good" healthcare textbook is.

                    
It is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teachingIt is not about the HC textbook, it is about your teaching          
methodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but itmethodology. Some students are just afraid to say it but it          
does not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy sincedoes not work. It might make students seem happy since          
most will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving itsmost will score an A on the course but it is not achieving its          
goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.goal.

                    
12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)12. What are your thoughts on the Swarm Learning (SL)          
Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?Textbook?

                    
The SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do notThe SL textbook is not relevant to this course, i still do not          
know why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosureknow why i had to purchase it. I wish you put a disclosure          
before anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SLbefore anyone signs up for the course that it is using the SL          
methodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn andmethodology and will be focused more on how to learn and          
not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.not what to learn.

                    
          
13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two13. What do you think of the Feedback Indicator (two          
question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?question) survey?

                    
Well it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the courseWell it is a good tool to change the orientation of the course          
but unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good gradebut unfortunately, so many students just want a good grade          
and would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to theirand would refrain from saying anything disruptive to their          
plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.plans.

                    
          
          
14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm14. Do you understand what I am trying to do with Swarm          
Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.Learning? Please explain.

                    
I understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a newI understood completely that you are using a new          
unconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our mindsunconventional learning methodology to unlock our minds          
but you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned aboutbut you missed the goal entirely. A very few learned about          
HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.HC administration in this class.

                    
          
15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your15. In one sentence or paragraph, please explain (in your          
own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.own words) what Swarm Learning is.

                    
It is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplifyIt is a made up learning technique that attempts to simplify          
things but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex andthings but ends up making them more complex and          
redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.redundant.

                    
          
16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?16. What are your thoughts on Plectica?

                    
It is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after thisIt is an impractical platform that i will never use after this          
course.course.course.course.course.course.course.course.course.course.

                    
          
17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in17. What is the most bene�cial program you have used in          
this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?this class?

                    
Wordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it wasWordpress site because it was required required but it was          
not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.not a bad platform overall.

                    
          
18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know18. What are your thoughts on the weekly updates (I know          
they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?they are not always weekly!)?

                    
They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.They are useful in keeping things organized.

                    
          
19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?19. What are your thoughts on the SL Facebook Group?

                    
Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)Useless and should not be used (Not a surprise here)

                    
          
20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?20. What is one thing you absolutely love about this course?

                    
The one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedbackThe one thing that i loved is that you appreciate feedback          
and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.and attempt to listen to what we have to say.

                    
          
21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?21. What is one thing you absolutely hate about this course?

                    
Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,Well at this point, you know my answer, the SL methodology,          
the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.the fact that we did not learn much about the topic.

                    
          
22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?22. How can I improve Swarm Learning?

                    
You can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much andYou can improve it by not talking about it that much and          
incorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle wayincorporate it in the learning of the course in a subtle way          
that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.that is not disruptive.

                    
          
23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you23. If you were to see this class again next year, what do you          
think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?think it would look like?

                    
Well i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't thinkWell i am not hopeful that it will change much, i don't think          
you will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my commentsyou will do any major restructuring based on my comments          
but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.but it will be a pleasant surprise if you do.

                    
          
24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this24. Do you feel or think I used your feedback to change this          
class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?class?

                    
Yes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again iYes you did but not to the extent that i hoped for, but again i          
had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.had an extreme opinion to start with.
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